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Chronic diseases, such as coronary artery disease, ischemic
stroke, diabetes, and some specific types of cancer, were
once thought to be prevalent in high-income countries
only. However, research shows that these chronic diseases
are now aﬀecting populations worldwide [1]. Furthermore,
migrants who go from a low-income country to a highincome country often have a dramatic increase in the
rate of cancer and cardiovascular disease [2]. Rates of
chronic disease among African Americans are similar to
Caucasian Americans even though the rate of chronic
disease is extremely low in traditional African societies.
Not only does it illustrate the cultural environment that
promote chronic disease in North America, it also indicates
the primary determinants of these diseases are heavily
influenced by modifiable environmental factors, such as
lifestyle and diet.
Proper diet is essential to prevent chronic diseases.
Although there are disagreements as to what the optimal
diet is, the Adventist Health study showed that as you
incrementally remove more animal products from your diet,
you increasingly reduce the risk of developing diabetes
[3]. To expand on this, the incidence rate of diabetes
was lowest among individuals who identified themselves
as vegan, which entails no animal products in their diet.
However, the risk increases to those that consume only
eggs and dairy (lacto-ovo vegetarian), and again heightens
for those consuming fish (pesco-vegetarian). Furthermore,
an even higher risk was displayed in a diet that is primarily
vegetarian but does incorporate some meat occasionally
(semi-vegetarian). Lastly, the typical American nonvegetarian diet, that consists of eating mostly animal based
foods on a regular basis ultimately had the highest risk
for developing diabetes. Furthermore, in the same study,
they found that the vegetarian diet was associated with
lower all cause-mortality and disease specific mortality
compared with the non-vegetarian dietary pattern [4].
They also demonstrated some associations with lower
mortality of the pesco-vegetarian, vegan, and lacto-ovo
vegetarian diets when compared with the non-vegetarian
diet. Moreover, the incidence rate of colorectal cancer
was lower among vegetarian group compared with non-
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vegetarian group [5]. Pesco-vegetarian had the lowest
incidence of colorectal cancer suggesting that fish may
provide more protection than meat. This is all highlighted
with Canada’s newly remodeled food guidelines, removing
“poultry” and replacing it with “protein”; recommending
reducing and limit the intake of meat products and increase
the consumption of plant-based proteins [6]. The World
Health Organization (WHO) has even labelled processed
meat as carcinogenic [7]. As a result, to prevent chronic
diseases, it is recommended to consume more plant-based
sources and limit the intake of meat and dairy products,
as dairy has also been removed from the guidelines.
The importance of proper diet cannot be expressed enough
to prevent the development of chronic diseases. Just like
the WHO’s guidelines for moderate to vigorous physical
activity, argumentatively, diet needs be emphasized even
more. Not only can proper diet add to longevity, it
can treat and even reverse chronic diseases [8]. A
recent study recruited participants with type 2 diabetes
and divided them into either an experimental group or
control group [8]. Both the experimental group and
the control group received an isocaloric (-500 kcal/day)
diet. The experimental group received a vegetarian diet
whereas the control group received a diet that consisted
of foods recommended by conventional diabetic diet. A
calorie restricted vegetarian diet had significantly greater
improvements to patients’ clinical measures than the
calorie restricted conventional diabetic diet. Not only
did the experimental group lose more weight with the
same amount of caloric restriction, they made significant
reductions in their diabetes medication, as well as
significant improvements in their insulin sensitivity. Lastly,
there were significant improvements in both visceral and
subcutaneous fat compositions. Therefore, not only does
the vegetarian diet provide greater protection from chronic
diseases, it also provides improved clinical patient measures
than conventional diets.
With the current demographic of our population shifting
strongly towards older adults, the numerous comorbidities
that develop within this age group place a huge financial
burden on the current healthcare system. As a result of
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physical limitations and chronic disease, older adults will be
transitioning into an assisted living home (9). That being
said, it is very hard to get this population to meet the
WHO guidelines for physical activity (10), which further
emphasizes the importance and impact that food can
have in these facilities. However, the meals provided are
usually not ideal for the various types of chronic diseases.
Policy makers should be concerned with what kind of food
facilities are providing, as this could be a simple transition
that could result in a huge impact.
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